
Five businessmen are currently at a coffee shop located within an American airport. Figure out the destinations they are

traveling to, their departure times, and the corresponding gates for each of them.

Tie: black, blue, green, white, yellow

Name: Adam, John, Paul, Quent, Xavier

Destination: Amsterdam, London, Manila, Seoul, Warsaw

Departure: 4:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 5:00 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:30 PM

Gate: 12, 25, 34, 89, 98

Sport: archery, diving, judo, sailing, snowboarding

Adam's �ight departs at 5:30 PM.

The man wearing a Blue tie is seated to the left of John.

John's departure gate is 89.

The person departing from Gate 25 is seated next to the

person �ying to the English-speaking city.

The businessman whose favorite sport is Sailing is

seated at one of the ends.

The businessman wearing a White tie is directly after

the businessman wearing a Green tie.

The businessman wearing a Blue tie is immediately

before the man wearing the Yellow tie.

The man departing from Gate 89 is situated between

the man �ying to Seoul and the man departing from

Gate 34, in that order.

The businessman wearing a White tie is somewhere

between Quent and the businessman wearing a Black

tie, in that order.

John's �ight also departs at 5:00 PM.

The man departing from Gate 98 is directly after the

man with the earliest �ight.

The person whose favorite sport involves a board is

seated somewhere between the man �ying to Manila

and the person who enjoys a �ghting sport, in that

order.

Paul is at one of the ends.

The businessman �ying to Manila is next to the man

wearing the Blue tie.

The man who wears a Yellow tie is also departing from

Gate 89.

The man �ying to the capital of the Netherlands has

the latest �ight.

The person whose favorite sport involves a pool is to

the right of the person wearing the Yellow tie.

The man �ying to London is also scheduled to depart at

5:00 PM.

The man �ying to Seoul is directly before the man

�ying to Manila.

The �ight to Manila departs at 4:30 PM.

The person traveling to the capital of the Netherlands is

seated at one of the ends.
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Five businessmen are currently at a coffee shop located within an American airport. Figure out the destinations they are

traveling to, their departure times, and the corresponding gates for each of them.

Tie: black, blue, green, white, yellow

Name: Adam, John, Paul, Quent, Xavier

Destination: Amsterdam, London, Manila, Seoul, Warsaw

Departure: 4:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 5:00 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:30 PM

Gate: 12, 25, 34, 89, 98

Sport: archery, diving, judo, sailing, snowboarding

Adam's �ight departs at 5:30 PM.

The man wearing a Blue tie is seated to the left of John.

John's departure gate is 89.

The person departing from Gate 25 is seated next to the

person �ying to the English-speaking city.

The businessman whose favorite sport is Sailing is

seated at one of the ends.

The businessman wearing a White tie is directly after

the businessman wearing a Green tie.

The businessman wearing a Blue tie is immediately

before the man wearing the Yellow tie.

The man departing from Gate 89 is situated between

the man �ying to Seoul and the man departing from

Gate 34, in that order.

The businessman wearing a White tie is somewhere

between Quent and the businessman wearing a Black

tie, in that order.

John's �ight also departs at 5:00 PM.

The man departing from Gate 98 is directly after the

man with the earliest �ight.

The person whose favorite sport involves a board is

seated somewhere between the man �ying to Manila

and the person who enjoys a �ghting sport, in that

order.

Paul is at one of the ends.

The businessman �ying to Manila is next to the man

wearing the Blue tie.

The man who wears a Yellow tie is also departing from

Gate 89.

The man �ying to the capital of the Netherlands has

the latest �ight.

The person whose favorite sport involves a pool is to

the right of the person wearing the Yellow tie.

The man �ying to London is also scheduled to depart at

5:00 PM.

The man �ying to Seoul is directly before the man

�ying to Manila.

The �ight to Manila departs at 4:30 PM.

The person traveling to the capital of the Netherlands is

seated at one of the ends.
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Tie gr��n whi�� bl�� ye��ow black

Name Q��nt Xav��r Adam John Pa��

Destination Seo�� Man��a Warsaw London Ams��rdam

Departure 4:00 PM 4:30 PM 5:30 PM 5:00 PM 7:30 PM

Gate 12 98 25 89 34

Sport sa��ing arc��ry snowboarding judo diving
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